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Outline of the talk:

I Ultraviolat (UV) and Infrared (IR )physics is connected via RGE.

I Complementarity between Lab and Cosmic observables.

I Inflation and Scalar Field Models of Inflation.

I Particle Models: Higgs Inflation
I Particle Model: Creating an Inflection-point

I Creating an Inflection-point via RGE.
I Complementary Probes via CMB & Light Dark Sector Experiments.

I Various model-building: dark matter, neutrinos & conformal models.

I Conclusion
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Inflation: Motivations

I Cosmic Inflation, characterised as quasi-de Sitter expansion is invoked to solve
the problems of Big Bang Cosmology:
I Horizon Problem.
I Flatness Problem.
I Origin of Primordial density fluctuations seen in CMB.
I Monopole problem.
I Others...

I Slow-roll Inflation:
I A scalar field inflaton rolling down a potential.
I This potential needs to be flat from CMB constraints.
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Planck 2018 and Constraints
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Scalar Field with Slow-roll
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Non-minimally Coupled Inflaton

φ can be the Standard Model Higgs field or any other scalar field.
Slides (N Okada).

I Only one free parameter ξ decides the scenario.

I CMB can be satisfied as long as ξ ≥ O(10−2).

I No direct sensitivity to particle model-building and laboratory observables as any scalar with such a potential can be the inflaton.

Q: Can we have a scenario be one-to-correspondence between particle properties like coupling & mass and CMB values ? Or else, lots of
degeneracies in cosmology. In the similar spirit as DM relic density, or the baryon asymmetry particle physics models ?
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Inflection-point Inflation

I Inflection-point Inflation is a small-field (φI ≤ Mpl ) inflationary scenario where
the scalar field potential is expanded around a point-of-́ınflection M in its plane.

I Conditions for inflection-point: V ′(φI ) ' 0.. V ′′(φI ) ' 0..

Idea is to make the cubic term dominate in the potential !
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Inflection-point Analysis for PLANCK Data
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Inflection-point Analysis for PLANCK Data

As the quartic reaches the very small value to satisfy the CMB constraint, due the
inflection-point conditions imposed from the Yukawa and gauge coupling cancelling
each other, the flattened inflationary potential is generated.

I Gauge coupling and Yukawa coupling cancel each other and creates the
inflection-point.

I Logarithimic-corrected RGE-improved Higgs potential responsible for cosmic
inflation.

I Laboratory phenomenology for the particle model becomes very predictive.
Ghoshal (2021).
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Inflection-point Analysis for PLANCK Data

Raut slides [Pheno (2017)]
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Inflection-point Analysis for PLANCK Data

Raut (2016)

I Constraints on the parameter space from current and future colliders.

I Diagonal lines are for re-heating temperatures 1 MeV for mixing various angles ξ. The region on the right is ruled out due to BBN
constraints.

I Inflection-point scale M and Higgs vev are the free parameter of the model; rest are all related via RGE running.
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Conclusions:

I UV is connected to the IR via the RGE.

I Complementary probes of BSM models via light dark sector experimental
searches and CMB.

I SM Higgs cannot be play such a role as the gauge coupling is too high. But can
be done in any dark BSM U(1)X or SU(N)X sector.

I For Type-I seesaw neutrino models we showed the collider and CMB
complementarity, for freeze-in dark matter.

I Next we are constructing conformal models where radiative symmetry-breaking
generates EW scale and Seesaw scale in the IR via Coleman-Weinberg and
achieve inflection-point inflation in the UV via RGE.

I Next we are also constructing gauged-free extensions where inflection point is
achieved. In this case actual light inflaton hunt is possible via light scalar decay
searches. Old idea by Berzukov & Gorbunov.

I Plethora of particle physics model-building directions possible now involving dark
sector and CMB, now that we have one-to-one correspondence between particle
property and CMB.
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Generic Inflection-point Condition for SU(N) Theory:

Gauge-Yukawa-Higgs Theory:
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Thank You


